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We present an ultracompact plasma-based method to measure spatial and temporal concurrence of
intense electron and laser beams nonintrusively at their interaction point. The electron beam couples with a
laser-generated seed plasma in dependence of spatiotemporal overlap, which triggers additional plasma
production and manifests as enhanced plasma afterglow. This optical observable is exploited to measure
beam concurrence with ∼4 μm spatial and ∼26.7 fs temporal accuracy, supported by auxiliary diagnostics.
The afterglow interaction fingerprint is highly sensitive and enables ultraversatile femtosecond-micrometer
beam metrology.
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Femtosecond-duration particle beams concomitant with
similarly short laser pulses are increasingly important in
exciting and probing ultrafast processes [1–3] occurring in
plasma, molecular, atomic, and nuclear structures. For
example, modern light sources such as free-electron lasers
[4,5] and inverse Compton scattering [6–11] require precise
spatiotemporal control of laser-electron beam interactions.
An emerging class of plasma accelerators [12–17] also
strongly benefits from the spatiotemporal coordination of
electron and laser beams for driving plasma waves, injection

processes, and (staged) acceleration of high-quality particle
beams. This demand has given rise to a broad range of
synchronization and alignment techniques, such as electro-
optic sampling (EOS) [18,19], measurement techniques
based on excited cavities [20], coherent transition radiation
]21 ], cross-correlated terahertz radiation from undulators

[22], and various schemes in free-electron lasers [23]. These
techniques individually offer eithermeasurement of temporal
synchronization or spatial alignment of electron and laser
beams. To measure both, combinations of diagnostics must
be implemented separately along the beam line. Furthermore,
damage thresholds prohibit intercepting diagnostics formore
intense and focused laser and electron beams, such that they
must be employed away from the beam focus and/or at
reduced beam power levels at the interaction point (IP). The
same reasons prevent their application in the presence of
plasma.
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In this paper, we address these demands and challenges
and report on a versatile plasma photonic metrology
technique, showcased for measuring spatial and temporal
coordination of intense laser and electron beams directly at
their IP. These capabilities arise from exploiting the inter-
action of an electron beam with a confined seed plasma
filament generated by a focused laser pulse via tunneling
ionization. The plasma eventually recombines, emitting
afterglow radiation with characteristic spectral lines of the
respective medium [24,25]. In contrast to scenarios where
the laser pulse transfers significant energy to the plasma
electrons via inverse bremsstrahlung, which can be
exploited for laser guiding applications [26–28], the laser-
generated seed plasma in our configuration is cold with a
temperature of few eV. Those seed plasma electrons which
couple with the unipolar electric field of the transiently
overlapping electron beam, however, gain substantially
higher kinetic energies. Over time, this energy converts to
additional plasma, which can be detected as substantially
amplified plasma afterglow yield. This coupling of spatio-
temporal overlap between laser pulse and electron beam—
with plasma as a conjunctive emitter medium—can be
exploited to derive highly sensitive interaction fingerprints.
We conducted proof-of-concept experiments at the

Facility for Advanced Accelerator Experimental Tests
(FACET) [29] at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory. Here, the linac provides an ultrarelativistic
electron beam of 20 GeV energy, a total charge of
Qb ≈ 3.0 nC� 0.6%, length of σz ≈ 64 μm� 1.9%,
focused to a transverse size of σx ≈ 22 μm and σy ≈ 44 μm
[all root-mean-square (rms)]. The corresponding peak elec-
tron density amounts to nb0¼Qb=ð2πÞ3=2eσxσyσz ≈
1.9×1016 cm−3. This beam traverses a mixed H2=He gas
reservoir with 1∶1 ratio at 5.3 mbar. It does not generate
observable plasma, because its radial electric field ErðrÞ ¼
½nb0e=23=2ϵ0σzr�½1 − expð−r2=2σ2r Þ� ≈ 3 GV=m is below
the tunneling ionization threshold for hydrogen. Here, r is
the radial coordinate, e is the elementary charge, and ϵ0 the
vacuum permittivity. Likewise, impact ionization by the
transient electron beam is negligible due to the low cross
sections associated with highly relativistic electron energies
[30,31]. The setup shown in Fig. 1 further employs a Ti:
sapphire laser pulsewith a duration of τL ≈ 60 fs full width at
half maximum (FWHM). Several meters upstream of the
electron beam focus, a collimated low-intensity split-off laser
pulse is superimposedwith the electric field of the unfocused
electron beam on a 100-μm-thick gallium phosphide (GaP)
crystal for EOS under 45°. It provides relative shot-to-shot
time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements with an accuracy of
τEOS ¼ 25.8� 2.5 fs and quantifies the system-inherent
TOA jitter of 109� 12 fs (rms). The EOS as established
diagnostics benchmarks the plasma-based TOA measure-
ments at the IP. The other laser arm is focused perpendicu-
larly to a spot size of w0 ≈ 38 μm (FWHM) into the
focal region of the electron beam and is afterward imaged

by a (z-y) CCD camera. Tuning the energy of this linearly
y-polarized laser pulse up to 5 mJ yields intensities of IL ≈
1014–1015 Wcm−2 in the gas, which generates a cold,
centimeter-long H2=He plasma filament of width dplasma ≈
100 μm via tunneling ionization [32]. Full ionization of
hydrogen and the first level of helium yields the effective
plasma electron density ne ≈ 1.9 × 1017 cm−3 ≈ 10 × nb0
such that the plasma is overdense with respect to the electron
beam.Additionally, the electron beamduration is longer than
thewidth of the seed plasma filament; both attributes ensure a
quasiadiabatic and linear interaction. A second (z-x) CCD
camera with a 10-nm-wide bandpass filter monitors the
interaction region and integrates radiation from the character-
istic He plasma afterglow line λHe ≈ 584 nm [33] over 25ms
in a solid angle of ≈4.6 × 10−3 sr and detects an average
integrated noise of ∼707 counts per image. A motorized
optical transition radiation screen at the IPmarks the electron
beam orbit and allows for initial coarse spatial overlap with
the laser pulse at low power. The shot-to-shot pointing jitter
of electron beam and laser pulse amounts to σe;y ≈ 6.6 μm
(rms) and σL;y ≈ 7.6 μm (rms), respectively, resulting in
combined shot-to-shot jitter of ðσ2e;y þ σ2L;yÞ1=2 ≈ 10.1 μm in
the y direction. After these referencemeasurements, theOTR
has to be removed to prevent damage caused by higher laser
power. The laser pulse then generates the seed plasma
filament as shown in Fig. 1(b). When the electron beam
arrives at the IP after the laser pulse, it interacts with this thin
plasma filament. This interaction distinctively amplifies the
integrated afterglow signal as shown in Fig. 1(c), thereby
increasing the detected photon signal∼42× from∼6.2 × 104

counts to∼2.6 × 106 counts and the radiating volume∼15×,
which is attributed to generation of additional plasma via
secondary ionization events and plasma expansion.
We explore the initial interaction between the electron

beam and the laser-generated seed plasma filament by
modeling the experimental situation in fully explicit 3D
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations using VSim [34]. The
simulation box size is 1.9 mm × 1.6 mm × 0.8 mm with
3 μm cell size, filled with 16 macroparticles per cell for the

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and afterglow shots: (a) The elec-
tron beam propagates through gas and couples with an over-
lapping laser-generated seed plasma. (b) Example of laser-only
plasma afterglow at 587 nm. (c) Example of electron-beam-
enhanced plasma afterglow.
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bi-Gaussian electron beam and eight macroparticles per cell
for each gas component. We model the laser pulse in the
envelope approximation and generate the plasma filament
by tunneling ionization of hydrogen and helium. Figure 2
presents simulation snapshots, where the electron beam
briefly couples with the seed plasma filament for the
duration of their geometrical overlap. Because of the linear
interaction regime, the electron beam represents a pertur-
bation to the filament, and ambient plasma electrons
rapidly screen the strong electric field, as the skin depth
k−1p ¼ ðϵ0mec2=nee2Þ1=2 ≈ 12 μm, with me being the elec-
tron mass and c the speed of light. Consequently,
significant energy transfer occurs only within the direct
overlap volume. In this case, the electron beam deposits
0.93 mJ or 1.3 × 10−3% of its ∼67 J total kinetic energy
during the short interaction with the plasma—a negligible
energy loss for the electron beam but a significant energy
gain of the seed plasma electrons. Those obtain broadband
velocities with average energy W̄kin ≈ 400 eV. A sig-
nificant fraction further obtains peak energies Wmax ≈
πðeEpeakσz=βcÞ2=me ≈ hundreds of keV and escapes from
the initial filament volume. Here, Epeak denotes the peak
radial electric field of the beam and βc the velocity.

The interaction further excites plasma electron density and
electromagnetic surface waves propagating along the
filament axis with comparable magnitude as the electron
beam electric fields. They spread the beam-induced
perturbation outward, beyond the direct beam field-
excited region, up to the limits of the centimeter-long
plasma column, and heat plasma electrons not directly
affected by beam fields (see Supplemental Video 1 [35]).
Because of the attracting plasma ions, lower-energy

plasma electrons expelled from the initial plasma volume
perform complex oscillations around the filament, which
evolve due to combined effects of initial kick, plasma density
waves, and electromagnetic plasma fields. These oscillations
are inherently anharmonic, because the nominal plasma
wavelength λp ¼ 2πc=ðnee2=meϵ0Þ1=2 ≈ 77 μm is of the
order of the initial plasma diameter. Thus, a large fraction
of plasma electrons periodically propagates through the
surrounding gas causing impact ionization, as they
periodically exhibit instantaneous kinetic energies Wkin >
Wthresh;H2 ≈ 15.4 eV and Wkin > Wthresh;He ≈ 24.6 eV [33],
at which impact ionization cross sections peak. Over time,
this process accumulates substantial additional plasma. The
spectral evolution of the plasma electrons is shown in Fig. 3
andSupplementalVideo 2 [35].On timescales far beyond the
reach of PIC simulations, the complex plasma dynamics
further cause ion motion and expand the initial volume
substantially compared to the laser-only case, as evident from
comparing Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). In summary, the seed plasma
electrons’ kinetic energy originating from rapid and confined
energy transfer from the electron beam gradually creates
additional plasma. Eventually, this additional plasma recom-
bines, and associated relaxation processes produce the
greatly amplified plasma afterglow signal observed by the
CCD camera.
We apply these findings to measure spatial alignment

and TOA between the electron beam and laser pulse. In
both measurement modes, changing their geometric over-
lap varies the fraction of electron beam fields transferring
energy into the plasma and, thus, the resulting afterglow
amplification. The first mode scans spatial alignment with
fixed relative TOA Δtdelay ¼ TOAlaser − TOAe-beam ≈
2.1 ps, such that a fully formed seed plasma is generated
ahead of the electron beam arrival. By introducing a shift
Δy between laser and electron beam, the electron beam
fields intersect to a lesser degree with the seed plasma
volume, which reduces energy transfer. Consequently, the
integrated afterglow signal peaks for central overlap Δy ¼
0 and decreases with larger offsets jΔyj > 0. When
increasing jΔyj, eventually the amplification ceases com-
pletely, yielding only the afterglow from the unperturbed
filament. Figure 4 presents a Δy-alignment scan with
Gaussian plasma afterglow distribution and width σy ¼
64.8 μm (rms). This curve agrees well with the electron
beam energy loss in PIC simulations obtained for varying
spatial overlap with the plasma volume: The plasma

FIG. 2. PIC-simulation snapshots. (a) The electron beam
approaches the emerging laser-generated H2=He plasma filament
(black dots), reaching the filament center at Δt ¼ 0. (b),(c) The
electron beam crosses the filament and heats plasma electrons via
its unipolar transverse field (blue). Plasma surface waves (blue,
central slice of simulation) propagate along the filament and
transport density perturbations. (d)–(f) Localized plasma electron
oscillations visualized by typical electron trajectories (solid
lines), color coded by momentary energy.
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effectively samples the electron beam shape. We emphasize
this apparently linear relation between the energy trans-
ferred into the plasma and the afterglow amplification
because of the highly nonlinear dynamics discussed in the
context of Figs. 2 and 3. Comparing experiment and
simulation, the central peak position corresponds to optimal
overlap of electron beam and plasma axes and, therefore,
can readily be established within the accuracy of the
imaging system. From fitting the 99 shots in the given
dataset, this position can be determined within 4.1 μm
accuracy, which is substantially smaller than the dimen-
sions of the electron beam and seed plasma. This plasma
afterglow response constitutes a multishot alignment diag-
nostic with accuracy dependent on the number of shots and
shot-to-shot jitter. If, furthermore, the dependency shown in
Fig. 4 is sufficiently well characterized from either experi-
ment or theory, it represents a gauge curve, allowing for
single-shot quantification of absolute alignment between
the electron and laser beam.
In the second measurement mode, spatial translation is

fixed to Δy ≈ 0, and relative TOA is varied. Then, a delay
scan with consecutive shots from −2.5 ps < Δtdelay <
4.0 ps reveals a strong correlation between TOA and
afterglow signal, as shown in Fig. 5. The afterglow signal
drops sharply when the electron beam arrives at the same
time or earlier than the laser pulse, because the seed plasma
volume is not yet (fully) formed. As result, the scan yields a
sigmoidal transition with width ∼780 fs (FWHM) between
zero and maximal afterglow amplification. This range
isolates the temporal overlap region of the laser pulse
and electron beam and can be found quickly with a broad
sweep of a linear stage.
On the steep quasilinear transition region around tem-

poral concomitance Δtdelay ≈ 0, the evolving plasma again
samples the electron beam distribution. The resulting
afterglow signal then reacts most sensitively to small
changes in TOA and, therefore, allows for determining

FIG. 4. Spatial alignment scan with 8–10 shots per setting with
experimentally observed plasma afterglow enhancement (black)
and normalized energy transfer obtained from simulation (red).

FIG. 5. Experimental time-of-arrival scan over 256 consecutive
shots within −2.5 ps < Δtdelay < 4.0 ps. Black: experimental
normalized afterglow enhancement. Blue: sigmoid fit for exper-
imental data. Red: normalized energy transferred into the plasma
from PIC simulations. Orange: a FACET-II-class beam yields a
substantially steeper transition.

FIG. 3. Simulated evolution of the spectral plasma electron
distribution Q (Wkin > Wthresh;H2 ≈ 15.4 eV) outside (red) and
inside (gray) the seed plasma region with radius 24 μm. (a)–(e)
During the initial interaction, the electron energies quickly
assume a broadband, nonrelativistic distribution. (a)–(f) Colored
circles represent oscillating electrons shown in Fig. 2 to indicate
their changing energies and corresponding momentary cross
sections σGas. Electrons inside (transparent) the initial plasma
volume cannot collide with neutrals, while electrons outside
(solid) ionize ambient neutral gas at impact ionization rates R ¼
σGasnGasβc per electron (black lines).
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the beam-laser synchronization with high resolution. We
quantify this by calibrating the data with EOS time
stamps with an accuracy of 25.8 fs to counteract the
system-inherent shot-to-shot TOA jitter of ∼109 fs and
by fitting the resulting curve with a sigmoid function
sðΔtdelayÞ ¼ y0 þ a=ð1þ eðΔtdelay−t0Þ=kÞ. The inverse func-
tion represents a TOA diagnostic based on the measured
afterglow signal. Its accuracy, obtained from error propa-
gation, assumes a minimal value of 26.7 fs at the turning
point of the transition, which reflects the EOS time stamp
accuracy. Artificially removing the uncertainty imposed by
the EOS from the analysis yields ∼6.7 fs as the combined
contribution from the experimental parameter jitter and the
fit. We, therefore, expect significant potential for further
improvement.
Again, there is good agreement between measurement

and simulation, and the sigmoid shape obtained from PIC
supports the linear relation between transferred energy and
the measured afterglow amplification in the explored
parameter regime. This relationship implies that the plasma
effectively samples the beam envelope, allowing for precise
determination of the TOA. Characterizing the “gauge
curve” obtained, e.g., from simulations with sufficient
precision can allow for single-shot TOA measurements,
particularly when other sources of parameter jitter are low
or measured independently.
The obtainable resolution of the technique depends on

the dynamic range and photon collection efficiency of the
experimental detector setup and the gradient of the respec-
tive transition. The corresponding shape is a function of the
beam-plasma overlap, and its amplitude is given by the
transferred energy. The latter is sensitive to multiple
interaction parameters: electron beam duration and radius
(see Supplemental Figs. S1 and S2 [35]) and charge [36];
laser pulse intensity and power; and gas density. For
example, the simulated transition for shorter and narrower
electron beams at FACET-II (σz ¼ 20 μm, σx;y ¼ 10 μm,
Qb ¼ 2.0 nC, and nb=ne ¼ 0.1) shown in Fig. 5 displays a
4 times steeper transition. The sensitivity and multipara-
meter dependency of the amplified plasma afterglow,
hence, allows further optimized resolution and, addition-
ally, enables a versatile diagnostic which can measure
various parameters of the interaction.
On the other hand, the latter implies that the resolution of

the quantity of interest is susceptible to the shot-to-shot
jitter of other interaction parameters. Full exploitation of
the versatility and sensitivity of this method, therefore,
requires, as is true of many diagnostics, minimization of
jitter contributions (a general goal of any facility) and/or
their simultaneous measurement with auxiliary diagnostics.
The latter can also be addressed by simultaneous composite
measurements applied to the same shot, e.g., by exploiting
multiple filaments in different measurement modes, which
could isolate and deconvolve the parametric dependencies.
At advanced stability and reduced shot-to-shot jitters as

attainable at modern photocathode-based facilities such as
free-electron lasers, subfemtosecond and submicrometer
resolution may be ultimately obtainable. In the measure-
ments reported here, we exploited a single observable,
namely, the time-integrated afterglow signal count of a
single recombination line. By measuring the afterglow
pattern spectrally, temporally, and spatially resolved, fur-
ther information may be extracted in future developments
of the scheme, which may improve the meaningfulness of
the technique further.
We emphasize the applicability of the minimally invasive

plasma afterglow amplification effect for intense and
focused beams, as plasma-based techniques are not limited
by conventional damage thresholds, its potential for mea-
surements with ultrasmall footprint in the beam line and
directly at the IP, and even in the presence of plasma. This
capability was exploited to facilitate the first plasma
photocathode injection experiment [17], which relies on
precise spatiotemporal alignment and synchronization to
release electrons inside a small fraction of an ∼100-μm-
long plasma wave via tunneling ionization. The sensitivity
of the afterglow amplification to various interaction param-
eters further offers capabilities for electron beam metrol-
ogy. This opens numerous experimental opportunities, e.g.,
for pump-probe experiments, for the optimization of
brilliant light sources, advanced and staged plasma accel-
erator schemes, and beam-laser experiments probing quan-
tum electrodynamics.
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